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Fig.1. Abay Kazakh State 

Opera and Ballet theatre built 

in 1936-1941 in Almaty. 
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The process of European musical genres’ intensive assimilation passed in musical life of Central 

Asian people, including Kazakhstan, since 1920-1930
s
. Its organic part is modern professional performing 

creativity. The article is dedicated to the problems of operatic singing in Kazakhstan on the early stage of 

its development when traditional performing forms were still widespread and strong and new techniques 

were still maturing in the first staged national operas (1934-1937). 
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The vocal performance is a special subject in the area of researching history of national 

opera schools. However this field of musical art remains the least studied. At the same time the 

thorough research of this area will enrich our understanding of the deep layers and modern trends 

of the performance art. This kind of research is especially important for the people of eastern 

cultures, of the Central Asia and Kazakhstan. The musical life in this region has transformed 

deeply in the 1920’s and 30’s, when the modern professional performance had become a new 

and essential part of it. This happened due to active implementation of such European genres as 

opera, symphony, oratory, and cantata.  

The subject of Kazakh national opera art was not the focus of researchers’ attention until 

recently. Comparing to the European schools Kazakh opera school is young. Today we see the 

necessity of the scientific and applied research of the vocal art at its early stages of the 

development, when the traditional forms of performance were still strong and the new ones, 

coming from European genres were yet to be implemented. Basically it was a blend of traditions, 

and it was happening due to the staging of first national plays (1934-1937) [1, p. 13]. This type 

of research of the Kazakh vocal art should focus on the process of the vocal art from the 


